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ABSTRACT
Due to the increasing interest in big data especially in the educational field and online education has led to
a conflict in terms of performance indicators of the student. In this paper we discuss the methodology of
assessing the student performance in terms of the success indicators revealing a number of indicators that
is recommended to indicate success of the final academic achievement.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Learning analytics, educational data mining, and academic analytics are closely related concepts
that we need to differentiate between them according to [1] and [2]. We need to differentiate
between LA (Learning Analytic), AA (Academic Analytics) And EDM (Educational Data
Mining). Each of which has a different pattern in terms of process and purpose pointing out to the
LA learning analytics it is the process of collecting measuring analysing and reporting data
patterns with the purpose of optimizing the content according to the learner's experience learning
analytics has its origins roots from business intelligence.[25] Moreover, the idea behind the
optimization of the content in the learning experience for the student is defined as adaptive
learning system that to gather and analyse the information in an intelligent way, Educational
Data Mining- Two areas that are specific to the use of big data in education are educational data
mining and learning analytics. Although there is no hard and fast distinction between these two
fields, they have had somewhat different research histories and are developing as distinct research
areas. Generally, educational data mining looks for new patterns in data and develops new
algorithms and/or new models, while learning analytics applies known predictive models in
instructional systems. [1] Educational data mining focuses on developing and implementing
methods with a goal of promoting discoveries from data in educational settings. It examines
patterns in a large data set related to students’ actions. As [3] provided a definition of educational
data mining that uses data mining algorithms with the objective of solving certain educational
issues. The methods may be utilized to form a better understanding of the educational settings and
learners where [4] defined educational data mining as data analysis. Techniques which when
applied extract hidden knowledge consisting of tasks consisting of pattern discovery as well as
predictive modelling. Educational data mining is emerging as a research area with a number of
computational and psychological methods and research approaches for understanding how
students learn. New computer-supported interactive learning methods and tools—intelligent
tutoring systems, simulations, games— have opened up opportunities to collect and analyse
student data, to discover patterns and trends in those data, and to make new discoveries and test
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hypotheses about how students learn. Data collected from online learning systems can be
aggregated over large numbers of students and can contain many variables that data mining
algorithms can explore for model building. EDM develops methods and applies techniques from
statistics, machine learning, and data mining to analyse data collected during teaching and
learning. EDM tests learning theories and informs educational practice [1].
Academic analytics refers to an application of the principles and tools of business intelligence to
academia with the goal of improving educational institutions’ decision-making and performance
Academic analytics combines “large data sets, statistical techniques, and predictive modelling”
[5]. Learning Analytics and Educational data mining have risen as two independent research
communities because of the increasing interest in the application of analytics in education, and
the large amount of available data and software platforms and tools as well.
Learning analytics uses predictive models that provide actionable information. As [4] emphasized
that a multidisciplinary approach based on data processing, technology-learning enhancement,
educational data mining, and visualization. Learning analytics applies techniques from
information science, sociology, psychology, statistics, machine learning, and data mining to
analyse data collected during education administration and services, teaching, and learning.
Learning analytics creates applications that directly influence educational practice [1].
The purpose of LA is to tailor educational opportunities to the individual learner’s need and
ability through actions such as intervening with students at risk or providing feedback and
instructional content. Conversely, educational data mining tries to generate systematic and
automated responses to learners. While LA focuses on the application of known methods and
models to address issues affecting student learning and the organizational learning system,
educational data mining focuses on the development of new computational data analysis methods.
[1]. One of the main applications of learning analytics is tracking and predicting learners’
performance as well as identifying potential problematic issues and students at risk [6][7]. Some
universities have already used LA in various courses to improve learning.
For example, Purdue University used predictive modelling based on data collected from the
course management system to identify students at risk and provide intervention. [21]
The University of Alabama improved student retention by forming a predictive model for students
at risk based on the large data set of learners’ demographics. In another case, Northern Arizona
University connected resource use, risk level, and students’ achievement by forming a predicting
model to identify which students would benefit from which resource [5]. These are some
examples of pioneer higher education institutions that applied LA. As in [8] When discussing
learning analytics methods in education, it is important to provide a background regarding the
flow of analytical information. The flow of analytical information can be traced from the students
to the stakeholders within the framework of a hierarchy. When provided the opportunity to offer
input and make recommendations, stakeholders can help enrich the learning experiences of
students.
According to [9] the current literature related to the use of analytics in education
had introduced to us many terms such as academic analytics, learning analytics, predictive
analytics, social learning analytics, and educational data mining most of them are dominant than
others according to the use of the researchers which the terms had been used by. According to [5],
analytics marries large data sets, statistical techniques, and predictive modelling that would
identify the implementation of analysing institutional data to produce actionable intelligence” in
education and the appearance of “big data” term fiercely in the educational field associated with
the technological development. Large data sets are present from students’ interactions with
educational software. online learning - among other sources - with public data repositories helping
the researchers in the field because capturing the data would be difficult to handle in the normal
way to show the student final performance [10]. In [11] who have followed the learning analytics
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approach by working on the importance of studying the student features that determine the
academic performance through the analysis of LMS data to allows instructors to discover
meaningful patterns by identifying at-risk students and providing proactive feedback, and to
adjust instructional strategies. [12].This method would enable the data driven decision making
and improving the institutional overall performance at the same time.
As [13] and [8] suggest that educational data mining and learning analytics will be extensively
employed to improve the decision making process in institutions working on both improving the
academic performance and finding optimizing solutions for student performance in higher
education within the next few years. Moreover there are many researchers as [14] emphasized that
using student features that would be primarily time based series that gives indication the
performance from students' log all over time is much better than the one time discrete event
spent on a one certain problem in terms of describing students' self-regulated learning. In this
context, the present study aims to identify significant success indicators, including to predict
course achievement. Additionally, this study examines whether the data collected in the middle of
the course can successfully predict final course achievement, which would contribute to the
possibility of early prediction based on the learning analytics approach. This paper is organized as
follows into Six Section Two that discuss the related Literature Review that is related to this
subject ,Section Three Methods Section Four Implementation Section Five the Results and
Section Six the Conclusion.

2. THE ORETICAL BACKGROUND
2.1. Data use in learning analytics
Data‐driven approach had been introduced by analytics in a way in terms that individuals and
organizations conduct business and make decisions. Education, and in particular higher education
became proof against the effect of analytics. Many universities around the world have started to
apply analytics to gain new insights on a variety of business and educational issues aiming for
improvement.
Online learning systems—learning management systems, learning platforms, and learning
software—have the ability to capture streams of behaviours of learners are analysed in details can
operate on the data providing a number of stakeholders with feedback to improve teaching,
learning, and educational decision making. To clarify how such adaptive systems, operate, using
the predictive models created by educational data mining and from the perspective of the system
in terms of learning analytics. According to [11] who suggested that predicting the student
performance along with providing proactive feedback have been two of the most frequently
adopted tasks associated with learning analytics. Moreover, [15] reviewed the learning analytics
tasks as categorizing students’ behaviours after extracting them in terms of learning experience.
Many papers suggested the [16] even relates that the results shows considerate, and practically
meaningful relationship between student features , parent supervision and academic achievement
revealing that there is a strong relationship between the student characteristics and surrounding
environment and the academic performance which is the aim of this study.
2.2. Determining student-at Risk through Predictive Modelling
Tracking the student participation online and offline, student progression as well as highlighting
any possible issues with teachers or the administration become one of the major tasks being
adopted by learning analytics system in the universities nowadays.
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For many institutions predictive modelling is the most usable method that enable them get have
an access for the use of their historical data of their students and identifying the student at risk
giving them instant support that they need for the course progression.
Access to LMS use logs for their courses and the data use became a driver for many scholar to
develop coping software applications and by the use of those applications that the entire faculty
would easily identify at risk students and give the needed support in some cases early intervention
[28].
Not to mention one of the most important uses for the LMS which is reporting to improve student
achievement, which depends on the entire faculty and learner responses. As [17] mentioned in
their research that a student at-risk model can be tailored or built inside the institution itself in
case data is collected and stored correctly using the appropriate method in collecting reporting
and storing the data as well.
Back in [18] who categorized students by classifying their features extracted from logged data in
a web‐based system as a first step and their second step was prediction for their final grades using
a genetic algorithms for the purpose of accuracy in their prediction through combining more than
one classifier together and weighted feature vector as well. Then in 2005 [19] evaluates forums of
discussions in online courses with the purpose of improving the ability of the tutor for assessing
the progression of the discussions online . Also [20]used discriminant analysis on high school
data (GPA and standardized test scores) to predict the successful completion of online courses.
A tutorial case study is being exempted by [3] with Moodle giving a detailed description
explaining that various data mining techniques and its packages are mainly used for improving
the student’s learning process and the course itself. As the study being developed by [21] in the
Course Signals project which is one of most highlighted projects in the learning analytics field
that builds model from student data to predict which students may be struggling academically and
subsequently provides proactive intervention. Reports on pilots between fall 2007 and fall 2009
showed significant improvement on course completion, and mastery of content learning
outcomes, making Course Signals one of the most successful proofs of concept of the use of data
mining and statistical techniques to develop early alert systems). Further, [22] collected data from
LMS and practiced the use of it as a significant indicator for the student success revealing that the
use of data from course level perspective shows a great improvement and better predicting than
other indicators for the student performance. However, the results for at-risk student were
questionable and needs more clarification. Also [22] had developed a model for the code of
practice that would help institutions. In dealing and getting the best use of learning analytics.

Fig 1 : Example of developing the Code of practice
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There are obstacles for many institutions in proceeding in the field because of the lack of code
practice affecting the technologies and the process resulting in affecting the individual learners as
well. There are obstacles for many institutions in proceeding in the field because of the lack of
code practice affecting the technologies and the process resulting in affecting the individual
learners as well.
Back in [18] who categorized students by classifying their features extracted from logged data in
a web‐based system as a first step and their second step was prediction for their final grades using
a genetic algorithms for the purpose of accuracy in their prediction through combining more than
one classifier together and weighted feature vector as well. Then in 2005 [19] evaluates forums of
discussions in online courses with the purpose of improving the ability of the tutor for assessing
the progression of the discussions online . Also [20]used discriminant analysis on high school
data (GPA and standardized test scores) to predict the successful completion of online courses.
A tutorial case study is being exempted by [3] with Moodle giving a detailed description
explaining that various data mining techniques and its packages are mainly used for improving
the student’s learning process and the course itself. As the study being developed by [21] in the
Course Signals project which is one of most highlighted projects in the learning analytics field
that builds model from student data to predict which students may be struggling academically and
subsequently provides proactive intervention. Reports on pilots between fall 2007 and fall 2009
showed significant improvement on course completion, and mastery of content learning
outcomes, making Course Signals one of the most successful proofs of concept of the use of data
mining and statistical techniques to develop early alert systems). Further, [22] collected data from
LMS and practiced the use of it as a significant indicator for the student success revealing that the
use of data from course level perspective shows a great improvement and better predicting than
other indicators for the student performance. However, the results for at-risk student were
questionable and needs more clarification. Also [22] had developed a model for the code of
practice that would help institutions. In dealing and getting the best use of learning analytics.

2.3. Student Intervention and providing a proactive feedback
Early intervention with students most at risk of attrition can be effective in improving college
student retention.
Predictive models do not influence course completion and retention rates without being matched
with effective intervention strategies aiming at helping at‐risk students succeed. In 2004,
Northern Arizona University (NAU) launched an initiative that used multiple data sources to
identify at‐risk first‐ year students that assess which proactive interventions have the best
influence on their academic success and retention. The model measured utilization of services and
resources (e.g., academic services recreational resources, social resources such as student
organization membership, academic referrals, and advising sessions), levels of risk (e.g.,
standardized high school test scores, high school GPA), and outcomes (measured by first‐year
student GPAs and enrolment retention status). The initiative has evolved into an early alert
system called GPS. Also [5] used factor analysis and logistic regression on a set of student
features. derived from data extracted from Blackboard revealing 11 variables which included
learning management system usage and student demographics. This research gave way to the
development of Course Signals [21] dissertation at Purdue University a prominent early
intervention system originally developed at Purdue.
Staff may have a greater level of consciousness about potential privacy violations than students
but their concerns may also stem from a feeling that learning analytics could be used to monitor
their own activities which might act as an opposition. This may be justified: highlighting lack of
timely feedback on assignments is an underlying motivation in some of the institutions
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interviewed. The role of staff in the analytics process is also mentioned as vital by some
participants. Steps have been taken at Bridgwater and Derby, for instance, to allow staff to
contextualise automated email interventions before they are sent on to students. Not to mention
there is no one size that fits all according to [23] that while LMS activity and the student
engagement are to be considered the most important ways to be specific about Students’
performance because of the technique the data had been captured, gathered reported and
intervened if an support is needed as well. According to JISC report 2016 in some situations the
interventions are operated in an automated way such that LMS send the emails to students or
staff. But still managed by the teachers and adapted based on the tutor’s knowledge and
management according to the actual of the learner’s individual circumstances as in the case At
Derby, letters are sent to students who are absent and the tone of the letters become more severe
as the absence continues.
2.4. Early Prediction and self-Regulating
Providing learners with better information about their progress is considered one of the main
drivers to the success throughout the learning process. According to [22], the findings of
Campbell’s study recommends to combine student demographic features and LMS behaviour
which is eventually considered to be the future trend increasing ability to the predict the student
achievement based on the input variables.
A considerable gap in this field is to be mentioned causing a gap in current education technology
research. Highlighting this gap is of a great importance as that in Campbell’s research he had a
much higher R2 (Meaning that that there is stronger relationship at Campbell’s between the
student features and the academic performance other than the other studies) value than other
studies, and student characteristics provided most of the predictive value. The purpose of those
studies is still questioned such that the past research has been conducted largely to demonstrate
that variables in LMS activity logs do have a statistically significant relationship to student
achievement. The research does not seek to advance knowledge about how the LMS activity was
related to the pedagogical function behind the online activities, the course content, or student
characteristics. [24],[25] and [26]. Learning and academic analytics in higher education are used
to predict student success by examining how and what students learn and how success is
supported by academic programs and institutions. [27]concludes that, students who are more
engaged with the content and discussions in an online course will achieve and complete
successfully. However, the studies provide a guideline for those who would be interested in the
interactions between students, faculty, course materials and course structures.
Additionally, If only we focused on individual learners, these applications do not help us to
evaluate if a course activity or overall design can be improved for all learners in a course, which
has
a
much
larger
potential
impact
to
improve
student
achievement.
[29]they ensured according to their findings that correlations do not confirm and extend earlier
propositions ([5], [26] and [30]) mentioned that pedagogically meaningful information can be
extracted from LMSs and made available to educators via a dashboard- like interface where
predictive models could be built and network visualization tools. Student tracking data are readily
accessible, scalable and non-intrusive and provide lead indicators of final student performance or
failure. Campbell (2007) has reported that LMS data added only minimally to the power of his
model for predicting student academic success which we could refer to the generalisability of the
model Campbell sought to predict student overall success across an entire academic program, and
consequently was unable to consider the differential intentions and differential tool
implementation of individual instructors within individual courses. The purposes of monitoring
student activity and achievement, predictive models must be course oriented in the first level.
Furthermore, future developments of any evaluative and data visualization resources must be
highly tailored according to the instructor differences for adopting LMS tools and the pedagogical
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purposes as well. Providing students themselves with better information on their progress is also
mentioned as being an important driver. That is driven primarily by the need to improve student
success, retention and the learning experience, learning analytics is a rapidly growing area of
interest in educational institutions worldwide.
Here [31]emphasized that because self-regulated learning is critical to success in online
Learning, therefore measures reflecting self-regulated learning should be included to examine the
relationship between LMS data measures and course achievement revealing the importance of
self-regulated learning and verify the advantages of using measures related to meaningful
learning behaviours rather than simple frequency measures.
Furthermore, the measures collected in the middle of the course significantly predicted course
achievement, and the findings support the potential for early prediction using learning
performance data.
Resulting in extraction and aggregation of meaningful indicators from the students' behavioural
data and the development of reliable prediction models are valuable.
Instructors who seek to understand their students' learning statuses and to provide actionable
feedback during the course. In this paper, we will examine the role of learning and learning
analytics and their relevance to academic performance in undergraduate and graduate programs.
2.5. The Research Questions
a-What are the important features/indicators for student to measure and asses their performance?
b-How to measure / combine those features together to indicate the student performance?

3. METHODOLOGY
Analytics collectively use the applied techniques from computer science mathematics and
statistics for generating information that has a meaning from a very large dataset [1]. ive Stages
suggested by Campbell and Oblinger (2007) .

Fig 2: 5 steps for designing the LA Models Suggested by Campbell and Oblinger (2007)

3.1 Capturing data from the VLE (Virtual Learning Environment

Fig 3: Learning analytics process
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Each of the designated learning analytics sources should reveal the information it encounters
through day to day and easy queries so we can use them in real time without buffering. Instructors
should be able to determine the meaning and effect of the measures of the indicators on the
students as well. Here are some of the learning analytics sources that are made available for the
data.
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Content/announcement views relative within students of a course
Activity/resource views, reads (from event observer, using R in CRUD), relative to number
of possible views.
Interacting with the tutors.
Interacting with the students and the actual content through online discussion.
Mid-year and final academic performance.
Assessment Feedback views.
Content/announcement.

Capturing data from VLE is a first step that happens when the user/learner interacts with the
announcement or the digital content providing that LMS provides restricted data about the whole
process or requires even more complicated procedure for capturing purposes. Gathering involves
the selection and capture of data; processing involves the aggregation of information; displaying
involves the sharing of the information; and dissemination involves decision-making based on
that information. The process of capturing itself includes (a) recording the activity by capturing
the interaction of the learner with the actual learning content (b) and detailed activity which could
be used for further purposes such as measuring the student engagement degree with the learning
content[32]. Combining the data with the statistical techniques after the process of capturing
comes a second step identifying the technologies and describing the methods been used, then
analysing and assessing the effect of the activities and plan which will lead eventually to predict
the student engagement features that are important in the business process.
Summarizing the collection phase :
(1)

Collect the information about learners from their learning profiles on the virtual
learning environment.
(2) Filter the information and data gathered from student.
(3) Select the information needed according to the information to be built and the purpose
for this model.
3.2 Reporting data pattern and trends
The Society for Learning Analytics Research (SoLAR, 2011) defines LA as “the measurement,
collection, analysis and reporting of data about learners and their contexts, for purposes of
understanding and optimizing learning and the environments in which it occurs”.
[33] Learning analytics reveal data and information about usage, trends, and patterns of learning.
Traditionally, student course evaluations provide data and information at the end of the semester
and have been based on openness and reflections of students who have completed the course.
Learning analytics are collected before the end of the course and can help to identify students
who may be struggling during the course and may include feedback about how participants are
using the course content, and their level of participation.
3.3 Predicting a model based on the data available using statistical regression

3.3.1 Selecting the Indicator (outcome measure)
Considering the student performance as the only dependent variable represented in Y indicating if
the learning process is in total success or fail such that we the student performance would be the
academic final performance
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Y=

(1)

(Multiple Regression)

3.3.2 Selecting the Predictors (KPI)
Before any determination can be made as to whether any data-based analytics are effective.
Indicative metrics should be primarily identified in which they should be meaningful, measurable,
and monitored.
Any decisions about objectives and outcomes should be made in the context of an overall
strategic plan. In such context learning analytics can be a powerful tool for discovering which
modules, sections, or pages of a site are most popular and effective for learners. (e.g.,
demographics, academic ability/performance/history, financial, and other information) to make
strategic decisions not only about a particular course section, but also about individual students
and
academic
programs,
and
institutional
planning.[32]
Multiple correlation coefficient that is noted by R that describes of how much of the variability in
the student performance is related to many of the student features so in order and to get this we
will be squaring the “R”.
So R could be computed as follows:

(2)
3.3.3 Assessing the accuracy of the Prediction
Assessing accuracy of the model is best accomplished by analysing the standard error of estimate
(SEE) and the percentage that the SEE represents of the predicted mean.
The SEE represents the degree to which the predicted scores vary from the observed scores on the
criterion measure, similar to the standard deviation used in other statistical procedures.
The
relevant
formulas
are:

(3)
AND
(4)
where r is the sample correlation
S (estimated) = the standard deviation of Y
r is the sample correlation
3.3.4 Acting by using an intervention based on the model to improve learning
System-generated interventions can range from a simple alert about a student’s likelihood of
success to requiring at-risk students to take specific actions to address concerns. In
[35]Interventions should be made as early as possible to ensure that students have the opportunity
to develop effective learning habits before they are negatively affected.
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However, this drive must be balanced against the need for informative data on a student's patterns
of engagement. Many data models will begin to provide meaningful patterns in the earliest weeks.
Moreover, the timing of follow-up interventions should be based on an institution's understanding
of
its
own
students'
needs
and
also
keeping
track
of
the
a) type b) timing c) outcome of interventions will enable institutions to identify patterns of
success. Analytics may associate the recommended intervention through the LMS according to
the impact and the use of interventions and for enabling such an association we either tailor the
existing system or build a novel system for the purpose of sharing data between systems for
privacy purposes. As being emphasized in [36] tracking the evidence is of great importance that
interventions and activities should also be based upon evidence such as time event logs. It is
highly recommended for institutions to enable access to the tracking of the whole process
including the intervention within the entire institution and to emphasize that the research is used
initially to serve the analytics strategy.
3.3.5 Refining the developed Model
Acting upon the proposed model in addition to the actively produced feedback such that it could
be timely updated and acted upon the model learning analytics analysis. Learning analytics
focuses on data related to learners’ interactions with course content, other students, and
instructors.
Data Use in Adaptive Learning-Online learning systems—learning management systems, learning

platforms, and learning software—have the ability to capture streams of fine-grained learner
behaviours, and the tools and techniques described above can operate on the data to provide a
variety of stakeholders with feedback to improve teaching, learning, and educational decision
making.
To demonstrate how such adaptive systems, operate, using the predictive models created by
educational data mining and the system-level view of learning analytics, this section describes a
prototypical learning system with six components.
A content management, maintenance, and delivery component interacts with students to
customized subject content and assessments to support student learning.
•
•

•
•
•

A student learning database (or other big data repository) stores real time student input and
behaviours captured as students interacts within the system.
A predictive model combines demographic data (from an external student information system)
and learning/behaviour data from the student learning database to track a student’s progress
and make predictions about his or her future behaviours or performance
A reporting server uses the output of the predictive model to produce indicative dashboards
that provide visible feedback for many users (tutors/students).
An adaption engine customizes actual content based on the output of the predictive model to
deliver material according to a student’s performance level in a being improved continuously.
An intervention engine allows teachers, administrators, or system developers to intervene and
override the automated system to better serve a student’s learning.

Additionally, the idea behind the optimization of the content in the learning experience for the
student is featured as adaptive learning system for the purpose of gathering and analysing the
information
in
an
intelligent
way
to
better
shape
learning
pedagogy.
The adaptive learning is to be considered as an artificial intelligent tutor as the new technology
learns the way people learn and adapt its material according to how do each one gets the
information in which accordingly they adjust the learning content presented to learner.
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In this context adaptive learning will help the higher education and the students who fail or might
be at risk.

Fig.4: Adaptive Learning system

Analytics, broadly defined, comprises applied techniques from computer science, mathematics,
and statistics for extracting usable information from very large datasets.

4. Implementation
The data collection process is accomplished using a learner activity tracker tool, which called
experience API (XAPI). The collected features are classified into three categories.
Demographic features, academic background features and behavioural features. The behavioural
features are a new feature category that is linked to the leaner experience during educational
process[37].
The data used set consists of 150 student’s record with eleven different features. The features are
classified into three main categories: (1) Demographic features such as gender and nationality. (2)
Academic background features such as stage, grade and section. (3) Behavioural factors such as
raised hand on class, opening resources, participating in discussions groups, viewing messages
and announcements.
Methodology applied
In the dataset that we are using we chose to use to investigate the research questions using
descriptive statistics and correlation analyses that are performed, and throughout the statistical
methods the hierarchical regression had been chosen as a method to identify 4the important
features that would assess the student performance.
The descriptive statistics for the study variables are presented in Table 2 the high mean of the
"Visited resources" variable indicated that the participants visited on a regular basis, but their
announcement view varied widely.
.
The class was very large, and it was designed more for individual learning than for collaborative
learning. The results of the correlation analyses of the study variables are presented in Table 2
we chose to investigate the research questions using descriptive statistics and correlation analyses
were performed in order to decide among all the student features which are more indicative one
than others, and throughout the statistical methods the hierarchical regression had been chosen as
a method to identify the most important features that could possibly assess the student
performance.
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4.1 Descriptive and correlation analyses
Table1: Descriptive Data

In this Paper we chose to use to investigate the research questions using descriptive statistics and
correlation analyses were performed, and throughout the statistical methods the and hierarchical
regression had been chosen as a method to identify the important features that would assess the
student performance.
The descriptive statistics for the study variables are presented in Table 1 the high mean of the
visiting the resources variable indicated that they were engaged with content on a regular basis,
but the view of the announcement was not high which reflects that they were not engaged on a
regular basis. Speaking of discussion, it was moderate in comparison to other indicators.
The class was very large, and it was designed more for individual learning than for collaborative
learning. The results of the correlation analyses of the student behavioural features are presented
in Table 2.
Step 1, Discussion, Parent Answering Survey, Announcements View and Visited Resources was
entered in the correlation analysis as. A stepwise method was used, Discussion, Parent Answering
Survey, Announcements View and Visited Resources that are considered to be under the
behavioural features category were entered in this step three variables were revealed to be
significant: Visited Resources, Discussion, Announcements View.
Table 2 : Correlation analysis

As presented in table 3, raised hands (B=0.10, p<0.5) Visited resources (B=0.14, p<0.5)
Announcement View (B=0.09, p<0.5) Discussion (B= 4.18, p<0.5) indicating that those variables
are more important than others in predicting the student final achievement.
The regression model predicted 57.7% of the variance in the student final achievement (R2 =
0.579, p b .001).
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Table 3: hierarchical regression

The current research is being held to answer some questions in regards to the indicators for the
student performance to help instructors in their final academic assessment.
Our Current study was sought to show the most indicative variable in assessing the student
performance. The results of the actual study showed that visiting resources, view of
announcements and the discussion were the selected indicators in the performance assessment of
the student among all the characteristics.
Shifting to the online environment is no longer a choice therefore critical measures were
determined to explain it. our results showed that visiting the resources was the most critical
behaviour in assessing the student performance followed by raised hands, announcement view
and discussion.
Four Indicators from the xAPI indicated the student final achievement and the predictivity of the
regression model with four variables explained of variance of 58% of the final score where the
predictability of the model showed to be high compared those from previous research (e.g., 33%
in McFadden & Dawson, 2010, and 31% in Morris et al., 2005)
To sum the results up, the outcome indicated with clearance the importance of the engagement of
students online and the importance of online learning , submitting tasks /emails in actionably
timely manner , and regular visiting of the course content online and reading the course
guidelines which are emphasized and highlighted by other researchers[38].
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The current research results support many indications that need to be explained.
Firstly despite that the xAPI gave many variables online and many offline variables been
collected , the fact that [38]highlighted the idea of not using many actual predictors as it would
result in better results therefore researchers still need to work in finding more predictors that
would
help
in
measuring
the
student
engagement
with
online
content.
The current research implies the importance of online learning and the engagement of the student
with the course material online is extremely important. Although studying offline has fixed
schedules with regular attendance but there is no critical measure for checking the material and to
interact with course guidelines but studying online need to be timely managed to cope up with the
course so the present research highlight the importance of frequent visits to the resources online.
Tracking the student participation online and offline, progression, highlighting any possible issues
with instructors in regards to the engagement with the course content become one of the major
tasks being adopted by learning analytics system academically nowadays.
the extraction and gathering of meaningful indicators from the students' behavioural data and the
building prediction models that can be relied on are important for tutors who need to
understand the level of their students and intervene in the actionably timely manner.
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